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Dictionary Is Now Geared To Student's Study Level

The dictionary, that handy reference book which is invaluable for homework as well as school work, now comes in a new edition which is tailor-made to meet the needs of students in the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh grades.

This elementary dictionary is based on books read by children from eight to twelve years in age. Those youngsters, it is just beginning to develop a genuine interest in words to be learned in the classroom. They needn't be expensive. Matter of fact, a desk set, bookends, cushions and for that matter, copies are just a few of the many possibilities.

FOR STUDYING, a good lamp should be a primary consideration. Both decorative and useful, too, would be a desk lamp or bulletin board for putting memos or favorite pictures.

THE LINE of more elaborate lamps, both desk and table, will appreciate a portable television set for their entertainment as well as entertainment value. The set might be a "gift away" to children from Mom and Dad.

One of the most popular ideas in school is doubt about whether an extra bedroom set will be needed or not in the dorm room. Shouldn't the college catalog and talk with the school principals of the dorm be attended by the student?

Parents Role

Parents can and should play an in-direct role in the home development of the dictionary habit by letting children know that the word "dictionary" means a book that they will be exposed to in school and in the home.

Parents and children should also keep a copy of the dictionary in the home and have it handy for future reference.

Tons for week ends is this richly-textured nylon tweed terry-cloth coat with black and white wool stripes. Styled with raccoon shoulder and collar.

Beds that will create a STUDY MOOD

Use two in a bedroom as twin beds

As a "Youth" bed for junior or night. A study divan by day.

34" Sterns & Foster...$89.50

BUY "2", SAVE MORE
Budget Terms Available

R.C. CARPENTER
Slumber Shop
28629 Greenfield (South of 12 Mile)

28629 Greenfield (South of 12 Mile)

New Spring Mattresses & 6 Legs

As a "Youth" bed for junior or night. A study divan by day.

Couch in the room of your teenager. A bed for their guests.

Parkas with Cap, Ivy Caps in Style

Parkas, with synthetic pile and quilted linings, will gain a new following among the school crowd, as will Loden cloth coats. Everything has come again after such long periods of disuse, colorful and patterned, will be a highlight in women's wear, along with the traditional florals—attached or detachable caps and skirts and sports have been favorites in the field of women's wear. Stripes and solid colors will be in vogue, while ski caps and bibs and pants will be in more and more youthful slowdowns.
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Jac-Shirt

Jac-Shirt, pants, ski hat and mittens designed with the same careful thought is available in multiple washable and non-washable fabrics. This Jac-Shirt is designed as a combination jack of the old hat, can be worn inside or outside the trousers, is handsomely styled in Harris cloth in red, orange, green or black.

Circular Skirts New Challenge For Teen Ages

From jeans to circular skirts is the role of teen-age fashion under the wide-shouldered, lady-like look now a high school must. Girls are finding that circular skirts have more than one advantage as a replacement for bermuda's and shorts.

There's great wardrobe stretch in the circle skirt, and berets, scarfs, and boots. For instance, circular skirts are both quick and easy to fit, and they can take on a new sewing project; but there are a variety of patterns in the center pattern.

One form of the fall ties is for several paths to get together and make a "lace" circular skirt for high school. For instance, one idea is to design the most interesting, the most fitting skirt. Make one skirt style in several fabrics.

Make one for a dress of printed washable chiffon, another for part of a silk look and another for a third for school basketball games. The pattern can be varied without losing its beauty.

Extra touches to express the teen-age's own taste and personality are easily added. One idea is to have the embroidery embroidery along the skirt's seams and the center pattern. For instance, one idea is to make a "lace" circular skirt.

The felt skirt can be personalized by cutting out of contrasting fabric and adding with zig-zag stitches.

Dinner Time Is Family Time For School Child

Dinner time is for the family in which there are school children has a very special significance involving more than one important phase of child rearing.

Basic to the evening meal is, of course, the opportunity that it affords mother to bring the family together. The family, it is important to learn to make a habit of the great meals together.

True, pressure of dad's business may make it necessary occasionally for him to be absent from the evening meal at home.

True, mother's social obligations may cause him to be absent from the evening meal at home.

AUTHORITIES on child rearing do not take this attitude. Basic sit- situations are as follows:

Jo's situation is that as many children as possible be definitely put to bed by family time, in rooms where there are no school children. The reason is that it is important for the family to be together in center pattern with their own family circle.

IT IS at the evening meal that the children have the shared opportunity to sit and talk with and show off their daily triumphs during the school day. To seek advice, to visit, to be listened to, to learn to make a habit of the great meals together.
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